DEPICTING RIDERS in an automobile, the
chorus from Sweeney Agonistes wheels around
a turn in the first scene.

MAURYA (Laura O'Neil) talks to her two daughters, played
by Pat McKennan and Helen Whiteford, about the death of
their oldest son in Synge's Riders to the Sea.

ERMERGARDE (Anne Donahue) philosophizes
at the dinner table in Long Christmas Dinner.

—Trail photo essay by Jerry Blank

FROM SYNGE TO T. S. ELLIOT

Frosh One m Acts Tonight

ALICIA (Lislie Hoilenbeck)
prepares for a divorce from her
husband Bill (Arthur Ward),
in Amicable Parting.

SWEENY (Dixon Rice) carries off Doris (Sandy Harvey)
to his cannibal retreat to experience "birth, copulation and
death."

By Mary Johnson
Trail drama writer
"Once more with vigor," director Tom
Manning's rehearsal cry, characterizes the
mood of the actors and crew preparing the
annual Frosh One-Acts.
Drama is "a way of life" for some of the
Frosh actors. For others the plays are one
of the many activities they enjoy. "I really
look forward to our noon rehearsals," said
one co-ed actress, "even though I've missed
lunch everyday for two weeks."
"Dying is the hardest thing I do" said a
member of The Long Christmas Dinner's
cast. Layne Alexander, student director of
this play, explained that his staging is complicated by a complete cast change as the
play progresses. A dimming technique termed 'the Death Light Special' backstage, emphasizes the cyclic flux of the play's 90
Christmas dinners.
Coordination of lighting and blocking are

part of Don Edgars' responsibilities. As Manning and his student directors scrutinized
the dress rehearsal, Edgars noted in his stage
manager's prompt book every light, sound
effect, and prop change.
Music and dance—like blocking are major proglems in producing Sweeny Agonists
according to Carol Geheke, assistant student
director. "I think 1984 will be the proper
time for our cast reunion," said Peter Maule,
the play's student director. "That is, if we
remain sane until Saturday."
The other three plays to be given are
Noel Coward's Fumed Oak, Amicable Parting by George Kaufman and Leueen McGrath, and J. M. Synge's Riders to the Sea.
Tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m. the shouting of the stage crew from the catwalk, experimentation with light areas, and prop
placement will be finished, and the Campus
Playcrafters will be presenting the Frosh
One-Acts "once more with vigor."
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HENRY GOW (Jim Lyles)
tells Doris Gow (Linda Sparks)
what he will do when he runs
away in Fumed Oak.

BRUCE TIETZEN, lighting
director, glares at cast member before the beginning of
Riders to the Sea.

I

HENRY GOW (Jim Lyles) lectures Doris (his wife played by
Linda Sparks), Elsie (his daughter played by Marge McCaffree)
and Mrs. Rockett (his mother-in-law played by Kay Bronson)
in Fumed Oak.

SWEENEY (Dixon Rice) is crucified in a red TWO BRITISH prostitutes, Doris (left, Sandy
pool of light in the ciimax of Sweeney Agonistes.
Harvey) and Dusty (Gina Clausen), read the
cards, seeking clues to their evening ahead in
Sweeney Agonistes.
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Debate Squad an Asset to UPS
Superior achievement, whether in the classroom or biology lab, often escapes notice
with repetition. Such is the plight of the UPS debate squad. The pungent scent of success
no longer elicits the response that it did when victories were few.
The UPS debate squad, under the direction of Prof. Jack
Kingsley, last weekend demonstrated why it is a respected
foe in Northwest debate circles. Not only did it conduct the
Tyro Touranment in an exemplary manner, but it walked
off with a first prize trophy and several lesser ones. Such pro--.
ficiency reflects the talents of Jack Kingsley, a meticulous
tournament organizer and skilled debate instructor.
Kingsley, valedictorian of his class at UCLA, came to
UPS five years ago to teach speech and coach debate. Since
that time UPS has become a collegiate debate power, nearly . .
always taking a first place in a tournament (the trophy case
in the Student Center lounge will have to be expanded shortly
if this continues). Kingsley's ability as a classroom speech
teacher parallels his efforts as a debate coach, causing stuProf. Jack Kingsley
dents to first fear and later admire him.
scholarships), Kingsley has developed two
The Tyro Touranment, which was attendother programs at UPS. With his Round Taed by 30 universities from as far away as
ble
project, UPS debaters travel to the McMontana, is only one of four debate tournaNeil
Island Penitentiary six to eight times
ments conducted by UPS. The Northwest
a
year
to compete with the inmates. Kingsley
High School Tournament, UPS Practice
also
conducts
a special summer workshop at
Tournament and Tournament of Peers are
UPS
for
outstanding
senior high school stualso held at UPS. UPS sets the standards
dents.
when it comes to tournament organization.
Such contributions to the speech-debate
"We have entered only one tournament this
curriculum,
as Kingsley has made, cannot
year as smoothly run as ours," said Grogan
help
but
add
luster to our academic image.
Robinson, UPS debate manager.
And
what
is
more
important to an institution
Besides building a debate squad which
of higher learning than its academic image?
can compete with schools like the University
Since we are especially concerned with imof Washington, Gonzaga, Portland State and
ages at UPS these days, debate should not be
the University of Oregon (many of which
overlooked when budget time rolls around.
—f.d.h.
offer their debaters partial or full tuition

g or?
1...WON'T..PO...Il?
1,..JUST..0N'T...00.
ITOMPIALE!

Zeus wouldn't have riade
Oh, you'll dolt
all right,l.lercules'. you my slave cor 3 years!
And control your And a'm9s/ave, ' t sag you
are
wear women's clothes and
temper! l4 you
hadn't lost it and do womanly work, you wi/I! AN
killed Iphitus... 00N'T FORGET YOUR KNITTING!
p7"

ASB CANDIDATES
ASB candidates! Why kiss
babies, shake moist and apathetic
hands and buy undeserved bottles
of beer? Do away with all forms
of archaic electioneering this
year! Get the voters where they
live! Advertize your benovelence
in the Trail! You too can say "I
got my office through the UPS
Trail." Special student rate of
$1.10 per column-inch or $1 per
inch for five column-inches or
more.

Truth Unveiled
If a police radar says you are
speeding, you are almost certain
to be convicted. The conviction
rate on radar evidence is 96.2
percent in Florida, 98.4 percent
in Kansas, 99 percent in Delaware. It was 100 percent in Vermont in 1964.

Lafayette Sigma Chi Chapter
Threatens To Quit National
By Dennis Hale

The Sigma Chi chapter at Lafayette College has threatened to withdraw from its national organization if permission
is not granted to initiate Chris Song Whun Choi, a sophomore
from Monolulu who was pledged in January, 1965. The national membership committee of Sigma Chi fraternity refused
to accept the Lafayette pledge, who is of Korean ancestry.
Besides Stanford University, where a chapter was suspended by the national in April, 1965, Sigma Chi affiliates
are in trouble in five other universities: Colorado, Brown,
Michigan, Wisconsin and Oregon.
*

*

*

The New Yorker finally took a jab at the cosmetic industry, whose lavish advertisements fill its pages. A cartoon
in the Jan. 29 issue shows a young lady greeting her escort
at the door with this remark: "Mmmm, let me guess; Canoe?
Jade East? Brut? Glack Watch? Fleurs de Taboc?"
*

*

*

Lem Howell, newly elected president of the Young Democrats of Washington, filed an initiative last week to repeal
a portion of the 1909 blue laws—a section which prohibits
boisterous sports and certain commercial activities on Sunday, including liquor sales. It is gratifying that the YD's
have interrupted their internecine bickering to sponsor an
initiative which, if approved, would stimulate the state's
tourist trade. Concerning the initiative the Seattle P1 stated
editorially: "The initiative approach to the problem holds
promise of success and it is long overdue."
*

*

*

Striking professors at St. John's University are making
a bid for the best-dressed pickets award.
Approximately 70 pickets—men in tuxedos and women
in evening gowns—turned out to march in front of the New
York Hilton during the $50-a-couple St. John's University
Ball.
Comedian Peter Lynd Hayes was scheduled to MC the
ball but he cancelled his appearance because of the continuing strike at St. John's.
*

*

*

The president of Duke University recently approved
speaking engagements by Herbert Aptheker and Frank
Wilkinson.
Aptheker, chairman of a group lobbying for the abolition
of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, and
Wilkinson, an avowed Communist, were a week previous
banned from the University of North Carolina campus, 10
miles away.
Duke, the Methodist Harvard of Dixieland, is heavily
endowed, thanks to the Duke family's tobacco fortune. The
university recently made the AP sports wire v,rhen it signed
its first Negro football player.
*

*

*

Robert Welch, founder of the John Birch Society, spoke
in Seattle last week, unnoticed and unheralded. Welch said
that the most abusive and wasteful aspects of government
should be eliminated. When asked which ones are those, he
said: "There are too many to keep track of."
*

*

*

The Agriculture Department recently wedged its way
into the skiing business when it published a booklet on the
subject. The pamphlet is not a treatise on the similarities
of contour plowing and tight ski pants styles. It was published because of the department's concern for the 85 mountain skiing facilities in its national forests. A rapid reading
of the manual's glossery will acquaint landlubbers with such
esoteric terminology as "Schuss Bomber," "Vorlage," "ruade,"
"wedely" and "gelandersprung!'
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Simeon Booker, Noted Dr. Leroy Ostransky 's ' Portugal ' for
Journalist, To Speak
Symphonic Band To Be Played in Russia
By Gracia Alkema

gal," for symphonic band, will be

Simeon Booker, a prize-winning journalist, offers his
appraisal of the meaning of the social revolution in America,
Thursday evening, March 3 at 81 p.m. in the Jones Hall
Auditorium.

performed in 10 Russian cities
and a dozen cities in Eastern
Europe this spring.
In a tour sponsored by the
State Department's Office of Cul-

AO0
- k

tural Presentations, the University of Iowa Symphonic Band,
under the direction of Frederick
C. Ebbs, will spend nearly a
month playing in the largest Russian cities.
The work of Dr. Ostransky,
composer-in-residence at the University of Puget Sound, was Se-

Just $3.00 gets you one of these so you
can 11v to most major cities in the West
for 1/2 fare on Western Airlines

SIMEON BOOKER, a prize-winning journalist, will offer
appraisal of America's social revolution in the Jones Hall
Auditorium, March 3.

SI

The lecture, sponsored by the
Academic Lecture Series of the
Artist and Lecture Program,
probes deeply into the meanings
behind the contemporary racial
conflicts of our time. As Washington bureau chief for America's largest circulation Negro
magazines (Ebony, Jet, Tan,
Negro Digest), Simeon Booker is
an influential columnist whose
voice is heard far beyond the
borders of the Negro community.
He enjoys the confidence and
respect of noted leaders, black
and white of the desegregation
movement.
As a White House reporter, he
has beeen a close observer of
Presidential attitudes toward integration through three administrations - Eisenhower, Kennedy,
and now Lyndon B. Johnson. As
a "hard news" reporter, he has
risked his life many times to get
to the scene of racial disturbances
in the South.
In 1961 he showed his reportorial mettle by risking criticism
from his own people to detail
how young Negro hoodlums beat
whites attending a Thanksgiving
Day high school football game in
the nation's capital. Booker's report of the incident to three daily
papers touched off an official inquiry. He was named to the investigating committee and later
wrote the committee's report,
which became the basis for new
efforts to improve school and
community facilities.

His 1964 book, Black Man's
America, which will also be his
lecture title, has been widely
hailed as one of the most coml)reheflsive examinations of the
causes of civil rights upheaval of
the decade. Booker deals with
contemporary events in light of
the social, political and economic
position of the Negro in America
over the past 100 years, and discusses the tactics and methods of
both extremist and moderate civil
rights groups to implement the
Negro's fight for equality.
A native of Youngstown, Ohio,
and graduate of Virginia Union
University, Booker was named to
a Nieman Fellowship at Harvard,
the second Negro to be so honored. As a reporter on the Cleveland Call-Post, he earned the
Newspaper Guild's Front Page
Award for his articles on housing
and the Wendell Willkie Award
for his series on education.
Later, when he became the only
Negro reporter on the Washington Post, the Capitol Press Club
gave him its Newsman's Newsman Award and elected him its
president. He is a member of the
National Press Club and serves
on its Membership Committee.
Simeon Booker's keen sense of
history illuminates his reporting
of today's swift-paced events. He
is a quiet, modest man whose
sincerity and deep conviction invariably heighten the admiration
of those who hear his penetrating
observations on the social revolution in the 20th Century.

is familiar in Eastern European
musical circles as the author of
The Anatomy of Jazz - his
book has had favorable reviews in
England, Spain, France, Finland,
Denmark, Germany and Poland
—this is the first time that Europeans will have an opportunity
to hear his musical composition.
Dr. Ostransky's latest work is
the opera, "The Melting of Mollie," commissioned by Dr. Bruce
Rodgers and the Adeiphian Concert Choir of UPS.
When asked to comment, Ostransky replied that he wished
he were going to Russia with the
band.

lected because Conductor Ebbs
wished to include a work that reflected an American composer's
view of a European city.
The composition, a fantasy on
Portuguese folk themes, was originally composed for the Seattle
Symphony, and received its first
performance in Tacoma at the
Temple Theater in 1948. Since
then it has received numerous
performances by various major
ensembles.
The State Department will underwrite most of the expenses of
the tour, from early February
to early May.
Although Dr. Ostransky's name

Dr. Leroy Ostransky's "Portu-

I,

If you're 12 through 21, you can fly Western for 1/2 the Jet Coach fare to any U. S. city
on Western's system, when space is available at time of departure! (We do have to let
our other passengers and military "standbys" board first.) You can get your 1/2 fare
ticket in advance at any Western Airlines office, airport ticket counter or Travel Agency.
And we'll honor either Western's own Youth Fare "I.D." card or one issued by another
airline. Just present this application at any Western Airlines office with $3.00 and proof
of age. Or if you wish, you can mail it.
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Portland State Exhibit Has Variety
According to Trail Art Critic

Letters

By Dave Sarver
Visitors to Kittredge Gallery this month will be treated
to a variety of works by twelve members of Portland State
College art faculty as well as some by former and present
UPS students. Paintings in various media, prints, and small
sculptures lend sufficient scope to interest the most discriminating as well as the most casual viewer.
For instance, Cedars, painted
by Craig Cheshire, gives the impression of having been done in
pastels until a closer look reveals that it is actually a slightly
different technique in oil. Another painting, untitled, by Jerry
Vanderlinde, gives an interesting
new look to the use of color in
figure painting.
Pen and ink drawings are not
highly original, but are well
thought-out and very well done.
Perhaps because artists do not
send their best, but only a representative picture on a traveling
show, some of these now in the
gallery seem to have been chosen
from a group who have reached
a certain point in skill but do not
yet have a real message to convey. Frames, too, appear to have
been casually (is this the modern
trend?) put together—taped, halfpeeling, and half-painted.

On the other hand, works by
Gail Young and Gary Riggs, UPS
senior students, show professional
responsibility to the craft aspects
in both frames and painting techniques.
Many prints by former students are being displayed in the
small gallery. These appear to be
very representative of the good
quality of the print making done
in the past few years by students
who have graduated and some
who are still with us. A variety
of techniques is well represented.
Students are most welcome to
come to Kittredge Galleries, and
the current show certainly should
lead to a commentary on the society in which we live. Whether
the viewer agrees with this writer
or not, every one who can should
give himself the opportunity to
see
and thus comment on
the presented panorama of media, techniques, and skill.
-

-

"Gypsy Lore and Music" Subject of
Talk by Noted Irish Lecturer
Dr. Walter F. Starkie, sponsored by the UPS Visiting Scholars Program, will be on campus
March 3 and 4 to meet and seminar with faculty members and
to present a public lecture Friday
evening, March 4 at 8 p.m.
Starkie's talk will be on "Gypsy Lore and Music" and some of
the areas for discussion will include: James Joyce, G. B. Shaw,
W. B. Yeats, Dublin
past and
present, famous literary people
he has known (T. S. Eliot, etc.),
music of Spain, recollections of
Bartok and other composers, Renaissance and 17th Century Spanish history and culture, Spanish
literature, Italian folklore and
literature, theatre arts, and European politics
World War I,
the Spanish Revolution and
Franco, the rise of National Socialism and World War II experiences (encounter with Goering, British Intelligence.)
Funded by the dean's office,
the purpose of the Visiting Scholars Program is to bring top
scholars to UPS to stimulate residence faculty. Starkie will meet
primarily with the professors;
only the public lecture on March
4 is presently scheduled for student attendance.
Starkie is an accomplished violinist, author of more than a dozen books, a brilliant conversationalist and the friend of artists
and statesmen.
He was born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1894, and along with
four sisters was the off-spring of
• noted Greek scholar who was
• fellow at Trinity College. Starkie's mother was a scholar in her
own right and the inspiration of
his love of music. The family
strongly adhered to Roman Catholicism, and a combination of
-

-

British Pragmatism and Irish romanticism, sometimes in conflict,
can be seen as key elements in
Starkie's character.
Starkie graduated from Trinity
College in 1917 with honors in
classics, history and political
science. Refused because of medical reasons for the military, he
went to Genoa, Italy, and established and operated there a library, cultural center, and school
of languages for allied soldiers.
As a violinist, he organized a
concert troup of amateur entertainers and when the war was
over, took the company on an
erratic, accident-prone, and hugely enjoyable tour of north Italy.
In 1920 Starkie received his
M.A. and became a lecturer in
Romance languages at Trinity. In
1924 he was awarded his doctorate in literature from the same
school and was named a life fellow of the college. He taught
Spanish studies and lectured in
Italian literature at Trinity from
1926-1947, and from 1940 to his
retirement in 1954 he directed the
British Institute in Madrid.
Not content with his dual career as writer and Trinity don,
Starkie soon became a frequent
lecturer abroad, and returned repeatedly to Italy and Spain. Oft
times the "Don Quixote" element
in his nature would overcome the
"Sancho Panza" characteristics
and the "tinker's curse" would
drive him, time after time, to exchange his professorial gown for
a wandering minstrel's knapsack
and follow his "Romany nose"
to the gypsy encampments of the

world.
A conservative and a Catholic,
he belongs to the Athenaeum, the
Savage Club and the University

Club (Dublin).

Trail Editor Dej arts for Berkeley
Trail editor,

Dennis Hale

exited from campus three hours
early today, when he departed

Dear Editor,
Many times recognition is not
given to those who truly deserve
it, especially if they happen to
he freshmen. This year on C.B.
I have seen an outstanding job
done by a person who I definitely
think should be commended.
Darrel McClunney, freshman
class president, has accomplished
a great deal for his class and
his school. The freshman class
can be proud of the way Darrel
has handled himself on C.B. as
well as his performance on projects which he pushed and guided for the class of 1969. To my
knowledge he is almost personally
responsible for coordinating the
school-to-school charity program.
Mr. McClunney has certainly
gone beyond the usual duties of a
freshman officer and I think he
deserves our applause.

on an 8 a.m. plane for Berkeley
and an "Issues in Higher Education" seminar.
Hale generally exiles himself
from the campus on weekends,
leaving right after he delivers the
Trails at 10:30 am. He says he
does this "to avoid the petty complaints that are usually forgotten
by Monday."
Thirty college editors from the
West Coast join administrators,
professors and professional journalists in Berkeley to discuss the
Student Revolution, academic
freedom, the recent St. Johns
University strike and related issues. Most of the expenses for
the seminar are met by the Uni-

ted States Student Press Association with the help of a grant
from the Carnegie Corporation of
New York.
"The primary purpose of the
seminar," Hale said, "is to promote dialogue between the student journalists and the guest experts." Participants include John
Searle, assistant to the chancellor
at Berkeley, Melvin Mencher,
Columbia University School of
Journalism, and professors of sociology, philosophy and law.
Hale was awarded the trip on
the merit of a series of news,
stories and editorials about Central Board's anti-discrimination
motion. Concerning the CB motion, Hale said it should emerge
as the most dramatic and consequential event of the 1965-66
school year at UPS.

—Dennis Bakke
Dear Editor,
Re: "Sex and the College Boy"
Can any student at UPS (or
anywhere, for that matter) solve
this problem?
Nearly every red-blooded AllAmerican boy expects to have
SEVERAL sexual experiences before he marries in order to be
able to exhibit great sexual prowess to his future wife. Yet, these
same red-blooded All-Americans
also desire to marry a sweet,
young, innocent virgin.
How can this possibly he accomplished? There just aren't
enough girls to go around.
Puzzeled Girl

~0~11 ~C' ELIiP
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Little Theatre
Stages Mystery

AIC

atic courtroom spectacle with

PIZZA HAVENS courteous, athletic-type Pizza Peddler drivers will
go to practically any height or depth to deliver piping hot pizza or
crisp Checkered Chick fried chicken.

calculated surprises. by Morris L.
West, opens at the Tacoma Little

Our young "Soldiers of Fortune" accept your challenge to deliver
to unique and perilous places. But remember, we said "Free Delivery
Almost Anywhere."

Theatre tonight.
The scene is set in Italy in
a quiet little Tuscany town. The
calm is suddenly shattered when
a young girl crosses the village
square and calmly sh000ts the local politico who was responsible
for her mother's death in the Partisan underground of World War
II. The institution of vendetta is
both understood and feared by
the villagers. The facd hat this
girl waited a n'smber of ars to
avenge her mother, and is .' little
deranged, seems obvious to every one, including the young cttorney
who undertakes her defense.
Daughter of Silence is a problem
play whose aim is to excite shudders. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m
Other performances have been set
for Feb. 26, March 3, 4, 5, 9, 10,
11 and 12. Reservations may be

Wouldn't a mouth-watering pizza or a crisp piece of chicken taste
good right now?

Daughter of Silence, a dram-

made by calling BR 2-2481.
Cut Evaporation!
Thin film spread on swimming
pool or reservoirs can cut evaporation 25 to 50 percent without
killing fish. The water that evaporates from Lake Mead behind
Hoover Dam could take care of a
city of four million.

For Tacoma, North of Center Street call:

BR 2 7472

oft
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/
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VCHECKERED
t... CHICK ,

r'-----

Are you having a party? Did a coupte of friends
drop in and the cupboards are bare? Hungry for
a midnight snack, or do you want to give the family a delicious dining treat? CHECKERED CHICK
—'der, crisp, golden.brown deep-fried pieces of
chicken - is delivered piping hot or your money
'ack . . . in a matter of minutes.
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
Four big, plump pieces of fried chicken, generous
serving of our famous PIZZA HAVEN spaghetti,
and hot garlic bread.

Delivery Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 4-12

-

I13
Each

Delivery only
regular $1.49

GOOD THRU FEB. 28, 1966
—

Fri.'Sat. 4.2 AM

PIZZA
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•
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MJQ Plays 'Polite Jazz'
Says Trail Music Critic

A "sermon" in the form of

PAGE 9VE

'God Needs Jazz' Title
Of Ostransky's Lecture

Beethoven's Quarter, Opus 74 will

By Bob Horowitz
The MJQ at UPS or It Ain't Necessarily So:
Being a jazz musician of sorts and a follower of jazz for
the past twelve years, I quite naturally expect certain things
when listening to jazz. It must appeal to both the intellect
and the emotions; in other words, the performer must be
"sayin' somethin' " and "gettin' down to the nitty-gritty."
Although I have the highest respect for the individual musicianship of each of the members of
the MJQ, they just didn't cause
any foot-pattin' or finger-poppin'.
This group, formed in 1952 by
John Lewis, had a relatively good
start due to the fact that its
membership contained the greatest jazz vibist. (Milt Jackson),
one of the hardest swinging bass
players around (Percy Heath) .
and Kenny Clark who was one
of the original Be-Bop durmmer.
I was fortunate enough to hear
one of their early concerts in
New York, and they really "had
the pots on" (You know, Iikc
cookin') . Since that timt. I lia ,
followed their progn
( rgr
sion would be more apt) i nu the
world of "polite jazz" for the jjo lite ofays." My only thoi' hi to
this is that The Sweet Smell of
Success must really be a gas!
Now for the concert of the 16th.
Except for the very beautiful and
lyrical vibes of Milt Jackson, I'd
much rather listen to Miles
Davis' rendition of Porgy and
Bess on Columbia. As for the impressionistic feeling that John
Lewis' arrangements attempt to
convey (at times), Ravel and
Debussy are so much hipper, and
they didn't even try to swing!
The intermission found me asking
myself whether this was a showcase for the MJQ, or for John
Lewis. His pretentious and overarranged pieces just didn't leave
any room for any "stretchin' out,"
(well-developed, extended solos)
on the part of his very talented
constituents, and which is mcidently, the sine qua non of jazz.
Now for the "Blues." Fortunately, this part of the concert can
be labeled "The Happy Blues,"
because there was finally a release for all the tension built up
during the first half. Milt Jackson's forceful, towering vibes, supported by Percy Heath and Connie Kay, refused to be hampered
by John Lewis' inane accompaniment. John Lewis is a very
fine musician and composer, but
in my opinion he should leave the
"Blues" to the grownups. I'll also
never understand why in the hell
one of the world's finest jazz bassists was only allowed three or
four blues choruses in a two
hour concert It is qi,ffiop to q.v
that the audience was cheated
more than once on that memorable evening. Django (pronounced jang-o) is certainly one of
John Lewis' most beautiful compositions, and I was more than
pleased to find it on the program. This piece is named for
Jean Baptiste "Django" Reinharmdt, who was a gypsy guitarist
and leader of the Quintet of the
Hot Club of France during the
Thirties. Milt Jackson, using this
as a vehicle for improvisation,

String Quartet
At UPS Chapel

1966

painted some beautiful pictures.
closing, I would like to say
that I really love all the cats in
the MJQ, but prefer to dig Miles,
Sonny Stitt, Basie, Monk . .
Dear Artists and Lectures
Committee, Next time get Dizzy
instead.
.
.
,

be presented in next week's Chapel Service by Prof. Edward Sef eriari, conductor of the UPS-Tacoma Symphony, and three visiting members of the Seattle Symphony.
"Since the students have not
been exposed to chamber music
in the past few years, I felt this
would be more interesting for
them," commented Seferian.
The quartet, comprised of Seferian as first violinist, Harrison
Ryker as second violinist, William Boyd playing the viola, and
cellist Bruce Bailey, will perform
in the Music Building at 10 am.
on Thursday, March 3. "We're
very fortunate they (members of
the Seattle Symphony) are willing to some," said Seferian.

By Adele Allen
A change of attitude regarding the relation of jazz to
religion prompts a special Chapel service featuring Dr. Leroy
Ostransky speaking on "God Needs Jazz" for March 1 at
10 a.m. in the Jones Hall Auditorium.
When asked to speak in Chapel
last year, the popular composerin-residence declined because he
felt his interest in jazz had no
place as a Chapel topic. He now
explains his reversal, "I used to
think jazz had no place in worship because the function of worship is to affirm while the function of jazz is to affirm and to
question.
"Then I discovered during last
year that there was more to worship than I had realized. I was
judging the worship service as it
is practiced today. Then I re
,.
alized that if the worship service
.
was to be practiced in its original
..
intention that there is a definite
place for jazz."
Dr. Ostran.sky
He reached this conclusion after a great deal of reading on the
Ed. Interviews
true meaning of faith. "Most peoFour schools have arranged
pie don't understand the differtimes for teacher interviews this
ence between faith and religious
week:
practices." His talk will point out
March 2—Los Altos School Disthis difference
trict and the Olympia Schools.
With more than 75 published
March 3—Puyallup District and
music compositions to his credit,
the Seattle Public Schools.
Dr. Ostransky is also the author
March 4—S h o r e 1 i n e Public
of two books, Perspectives on Music and The Anatomy of Jazz ..
.....
ii
He writes a weekly music column
for the Tacoma News Tribune
and appeared in Atlantic Montht:M ...........
,
ly As a lecturer, he has spoken
in many of the major Furopeari
universities
.

Students Needed
As Chaperones

V

1

PERCY HEATh. bass PIayr
for the MJQ.

Wesley Club
Plans Exchange
"It's Wesley's chance to introduce foreign students to the
school and a chance for the kids
to meet the foreign students
it's an international dinner!" exclaimed Ruth Keller, co-chairman of the annual event sponsored by the Methodist Wesley
Fellowship. Aileen McClurg completes the co-chairmanship.
Twenty-seven foreign students
attending the University of Puget
Sound have received invitations
to the dinner to be held Sunday,
Feb. 27 at 5:45 p.m. in Mason
Methodist Church.
"Native" students interested in
attending are urged to purchase
their tickets from a Wesley member or at the door for $75. Leaving the school at 5:30 a bus will
transport students to Mason.
Dr. Regester will present the
evening program using slides taken when he worked in Lambarene
at Albert Schweitzer's home.

Applications are now available
for American Field Service
(AFS) bus chaperone positions.
The AFS is an exchange program that brings 3,000 foreign
high school students to the United
States every year. The students
are from 16 to 19 years old and
attend school as seniors.
In June, this year's group of
exchange students will graduate
from their U. S. high schools
and then tour the United States
by bus for three to four weeks
before arriving at their final destination—Washington, D.C.
Two chaperones are needed on
each bus. They will receive no
salary but transportation back
from Washington, D.C. will be
paid. Chaperones must be 21
years old "or a mature 20." Interviewers will look for interest
in the students, maturity and leadership.
Application forms and further
information may be obtained by
writing to the American Field
Service, 313 E. 43rd St., New
York, N.Y., 10017.

2:

.:........

Dean's List
Eleven students were omitted
from the dean's lists published
in the Trail. What appeared to
be incomplete grades were inprogress grades.
The students are: Robert E.
Hamlin, Janet L. McLellan, Robert M. Sprenger, Kaye Hatfield,
Diane Garland, Layne Alexander,
Ann Alworth, Gary Birchler,
John Finney, Judy Largent and
Jim Halstead.

"Junior year abroad and graduate studies at Sorbonne

total cost entire school year $1235
Includes round trip flight New York - Paris

When you can't

Departing Sept. '66 returns June '67

afford to be dull,

Share lovely apartment, 2 meals daily plus all university fees
Offer limited

Write M. Intosh, Blaklocksvagen
20,Lidingo - Stockholm, Sweden."

T E D'S
OIL SERVICE
Automatic Fill - Courteous Service
j
V Budget Terms - Credit oh Approval
Complete Atitomotive Service
Complete Automotive Service and Car Repairs
6th Ave. and Union .

SK. 9-4502

sharpen your wits
with NODOZTM
NoDoz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NOD0z helps restore
your natural mental vitality.., helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDoz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with N0D0z.

SAFE AS COFFEE
.$4rr

L?!7i17 SAFE AS COFFEE
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New Change in
Summer School
Thirteen workshops, besides the
regular summer curriculum, are
planned for summer school at
UPS. Running for nine weeks,
summer school will be divided into two sessions from June 17, registration, to July 20, and July 21
to Aug. 19.
Qualifications for the courses of
study, which include both undergraduate and postgraduate work,
are the same as for the academic
year, and tuition will he $42 per
semester hour.
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Cross Currents Features Magee's Work
God Talk, a lecture by Dr.
John Magee of the UPS Religion
Department will be among the
articles by students and professors featured in the 1966 Cross
Currents.
Largely devoted to prose and
poetry, the literary magazine's 80
pages will include 15 to 20 pages
of student art (photographs and
prints) besides some music composed by UPS students.

Tom Goman, editor, commented that Cross Currents is not
only an opportunity for student
expression of talent, but it gives
the University a certain literary
quality or academic side.

The publication date is set for
April 18, and the magazine will
go to press in a month for those
who still want to submit material.
Cross Currents has been pub-

He continued to say that Cross

lished annually for several years,

Currents compares favorably with
literary magazines of other col-

and besides the Artists and Lecture Program, it is one of the

leges and added that it is due
to the effort towards one issue.

few outside academic activities at
UPS.

UPS Graduates
Mid-term Seniors
Seventy-eight seniors graduated from UPS at the end of this
last semester. Bachelors degrees
were awarded in the following
major fields:
Business administration, 29; education, 20; science and biology,
7; English, 4; political science, 4;
music, 3; fine arts, 3; home economics, 3; German, 2; economics,
2; occupational therapy, 2;

The regular faculty will number
44, and there will be 25 additional
visiting professors and lecturers
on campus during the session. A
number of UPS faculty will also
be participating in the UPS and
Alaska Methodist University cooperative summer school.
"A Workshop in Watercolor"
(Art 354, 454. 654) will be given
by George Post, professor of fine
arts at the California College of
Arts and Crafts between Aug. 1
and 12. He will demonstrate his
approach to watercolor in a class
to be taught primarily outdoors.
One of the workshops of the
School of Education will be coordinated with Operation Headstart in Tacoma, "The Culturally
Different Child in the Public
School" (Education 655). It will
run from June 20 to July 20, and
Mrs. Darlene Allen, instructor of
education at UPS, will conduct
the program. The workshop is
designed to give teachers the opportunity to study kindergarten
children in a school situation, the
peer group and family, and to give
insight into the sociological-cultural influences affecting the child's
growth and development.
Other workshops of the Education Department include a "Workshop in Home Economics," conducted by Dr. Margaret Barkley,
associate professor at Arizona
State University; a "Workshop in
Outdoor Education," lead by Mrs.
Beth Griesel and the Trails End
Ranch staff; and "Outdoor Education for Emotionally Disturbed
Children," conducted by the Child
Guidance Clinic of the TacomaPierce County Health Department.
A number of other programs
concerning new math, educational television, reading and counselling will be included in the Education Department's curriculum.
There will also be school librarianship courses offered besides the
Music Department's "Choral Conductors' and Church Music Workshop" July 25-29.
The 1966 summer school catalogue will be available soon with
complete details of courses offered, school calander and fees.
Fishy
Fish and visitors stink after
three days—Ben Franklin
Sun Stroke
If your head is wax, don't
walk in the sun.—Ben Franklin
Maiden Virtue
Let thy maid-servant be faithful, strong and homeley.—Ben
Franklin.
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Tired of looking at dream cars you can't buy? The cars
you see at the Auto Show and never see again? Well,
then, do something about it. See the one you can buy,
right now, today, at your Dodge dealer's. It's Charger, a
full-sized, fastback action car that's all primed up and
ready to go. With VS power. Bucket seats, fore and aft.
Full-length console. Disappearing headlights that dis-

KSUSIIIOU,

appear without a trace. Rear seats that quickly convert
into a spacious cargo compartment. Just pop the rear
buckets down and watch the cargo space go up. That's
Charger—breathtaking new leader of the Dodge Rebellion. Until you've seen it, you haven't seen everything
from Dodge for '66. Charger, a brawny, powerful dream
car that made it—all the way to your Dodge dealer's.

JOIN THE DODGE REBELLION
Dodge Charger

DODGE DIVISION

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

See your Dodge Dealer now.
YOU NAVE A CHANCE OF WINNING A DODGE CHARGER-REGISTER AT YOUR DODGE DEALERS.
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Robert A. Scalapino
Favors Admin. Policy
By Gracia Alkema

Guest speaker at the Public Affairs Forum on April 14
will be Dr. Robert A. Scalapino, professor of political science,
University of California, Berkeley.
Scalapino will favor the administration's policy in the
Dominican Republic and Viet Nath.
Born in Leavenworth, Kansas,
in 1919, Dr. Scalapino received
his undergraduate degree from
Santa Barbara College in 1940.
He obtained both his master's degree in 1943 and his doctorate in
1948 from Harvard University and
taught there briefly before becoming associated with the University of California in 1949. Sealapino had done a great deal of
post-graduate study under grants
from the Ford Foundation, the
Carnegie Foundation, the Social
Research Council and the Rockefeller Foundation. He has been
a consultant for the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund, the Ford Foundation, the Governmental Affairs
Institute and the American Assembly at Columbia University.
The Far East and Africa have
become tremendously important
to the United States in our formation of foreign policy. Accordingly, Dr. Scalapino has traveled
throughout the Orient and Africa
for the past twenty years, gaining a first-hand knowledge of the
people and studying the political
-

climate of the individual countries and the area as a whole.
Scalapino has lectured at universities throughout the Orient,
including Korea, Hong Kong,
Manila, Malaya and Japan, in addition to his numerous speaking
engagements in this country.
Presently he is teaching in Uganda, Africa, until early March.
His academic and personal experiences have given rise to more
than 35 publications, including a
study for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Japan, Okinawa, Korea, Communist China
and Taiwan. He is also editor
of Asian Survey and the recent
comprehensive discussion of
Asian Communism, "The Communist Revolution in Asia."
Scalapino is a member of the
American Political Science Association, the Western Science Association, the Foreign Policy Association and the Institute of Pacific Relations, and is on the
board of directors of the Association for Asian Studies.

PROUTY'S PASTURE

Baseball, Track and Crew
Begin Spring Training
BY JIM PROUTY____
Coach Jack McGee has had his
pitchers and catchers throwing
for a couple of weeks. Thus far
it looks like the pitching staff
will be much stronger than in the
past. Official turnouts for baseball will begin Tuesday, March 1.
Initial baseball meetings indicate
a strong interest and Tuesday
should show a large turnout. A
heavy schedule has been arranged
so it is imperative that all players be in to!) shape by Tuesday.
The first games of the season
Will
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W
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git Valley Junior College on
Marchc 17.
So far there have been approximately 14 meerf turning out for
the UPS crew team. This is a
relatively new sport on our campus but could rise to be a very
successful one if it continues to
get support. Anyone that is interested in crew can contact Dave
Shannon at extension 581 to get
information about crew. March
19 the crew will participate in
a meet on American Lake with
the University of British Columbia, Oregon State and PLU.
Baseball, track and crew are
all very interesting spectator
sports. Keep your eyes on the
trail for schedules of these various
sports and come out and support

your Logger teams.
FERTILIZER OF THE WEEK:
I would like to thank the University of Puget Sound band,
which has appeared in 21 extracurricular
performances
since
September, for performing at the
lasts two home basketball games.
It is very much appreciated that
the band voluntarily took time
out from their busy schedule to
support our Loggers.

UPS DEBATERS
The UPS directional squad
hosted thirty schools representing four states in the thirty-first
annual Tyro Tournament. UPS,
who was ineligiable for sweepstakes, rose to the competition.
Dixon Rice, a freshman, won senior division oral interpretation,
and Ted Raymond and Pattie
Hopkins took second and third
in the same event. Ted Raymond
also tied for second in oratory
but placed third since the decision was based on the number of
firsts received from different
judges.
The University of Oregon won
sweepstakes and the University of
Washington took second. First
and second place trophies were
given and certificates were awarded for third place in all events.

Prof. Scalapino

GEOLOGY LECTURE
The American Geophysical Union, on a grant from the National
Science Foundation, sponsors Dr.
Aaron C. Waters on the UPS
campus Feb. 28 and March 1.
Water, geology department
chairman at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, speaks
to the 11 o'clock Geology 102
class Monday, Feb. 28 on the
relationship between the landscape of the moon and volcanoes.
An extension of the moon and
volcano discussion will be held at
4 p.m. in Howarth 215.
Then on Tuesday evening,
March 1, Waters will give a public lecture with slides in the Jones
Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. on the
subject of Mt. Rainier. All talks
are open to those interested.

UPS Swimmers
Go to Ellensburg
The UPS swim team, led by
Coach Don Duncan, traveled to
Ellensburg Thursday to compete
in the Evergreen Conference
meet at Central. Competing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
UPS figures to place second behind highly favored Central. Since
1958, UPS has never placed
worse than second in this meet,
winning five times and taking second twice.
UPS finished the regular swim
season last weekend by trouncing
Simon Fraser 77-18 and the University of British Columbia 50-44
on Friday, and beating Western
58-36 and PLU 65-29 on Saturday. UPS ended the season with
a 7-2 dual meet conference record
and a 13-3 overall meet record.
Coach Duncan reports that the
team has an excellent chance of
sending two relay teams to the
NAIA Nationals if there are the
expected good drops in time at the
conference meet. The Nationals
this year will be held at Hendrix
College in Conway, Arkansas, on
March 17, 18 and 19.
Those competing in the conference meet will be Lyndon Meredith, Bill Marcy, Doug Ewen, and
Tad Rolfe in the backstroke; Don
MacMillan and Bill Sievers in the
breaststroke; Doug Hanna, Dan
Pender, and Joe Lanza in the
freestyle sprints; John Strain and
Rich Taylor in the freestyle distance; Jim Crosetto in the butterfly; and Ralph McEwen in diving.

PAGE SEVEN
Batman Is Slow

Bleachers

Fastest of animals is the peregrine falcon. One has been clocked flying 180 miles an hour. Next
is the golden eagle at 120 miles an
hour an then the racing pigeon
at 94.3 miles an hour.

Cleveland Municipal Stadium,
with a capacity of 73,811, is the
biggests in the American League.
Next comes New York's Yankee
Stadium with 67,000 seats and
Chavez Ravine with 56,000 seats.
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Prof. Tucker a "Most Happy Fella"
Especially When Directing Musicals
By Adele Allen
He's a "Most Happy Fella" according to his students,
and this also just happens to be the title of Prof. Tucker
Keiser's favorite musical comedy. As a new "music man" on
campus, this professor brings with him a vast background in
musical comedy production.
Referring to The Most Happy
Fella, he remarks, "it was a musical, but really opera. One hundred of its 120 minutes were singing."
As musical comedy and opera
are thus interrelated, Keiser is
devoted to both. He has directed
eleven musical comedies and two
operas. He expounds, "For years
musicians, have been looking in
vain for the great American
Opera.
"However, during this time
there has been evolving a similar
musical form that is truly mdigenous, tie Broadway musical.
"Just as the old German Singspiel paved the way for Mozart's
Magic Flute and ultimately Wagner's mighty Ring Circle, so Roberta and Leave It to Jane were
making possible Carousel, Most
Happy Fella, and Kiss Me Kate

—all truly operatic but with a
distinct American accent."
He thoroughly enjoys the works
of Rogers and Hammerstein and
met Oscar Hammerstein person-

Job Placement
The Placement Office schedule
for the week of February 28
through March 4:
Feb. 28—The office will move to
its new quarters in McIntyre
Hall.
March 1—The Xerox Corporation, Air Force, Army Dept., of
Defense Audit, and U.S. Navy
Audit.
March 2—Pacific Northwest Bell
and The Carnation Company.
March 3—U.S. National Bank of
Oregon and Warren-Teed Pharmaceutical Co.
March 4—Oregon State Public
Welfare Commission and the
Charles Pfizer Co. tpharmaceuticals, chemicals).

ally when directing a performance of Allegro in a Boston engineering school. Professor Keiser
so pleased Mr. Hammerstein with
the production that the lyricist
gave the group first college rights
to all Rogers and Hammerstein
musicals. Allegro, written completely by Hammerstein, was the
only Brioadway failure known
to the famous pair.
The year 1961 found Mr. Kei
ser in Oregon teaching at Portland State College. Here he directed two musicals. He left Portland State after two years for
Salzburg, Austria, where he studied opera staging at the Mozarteum, Akademie Fur Musik Und
Darstellend Kunst. The camera
crew for The Sound of Music was
just beginning to film the movie
there as he returned to the United
States. "Some of my friends from
the Akamedie played the parts of
nuns in the film."
The direction of Dido and Aenas, Finian's Rainbow, Little
Mary Sunshine, HMS Pinafore,
Oklahoma, Paint Your Wagon,
South Pacific, Carousel, Kiss Me
Kate, Allegro, The Merry Wives
of Windsor, and Rigoletto com-

prise his musical comedy repertoire. South Pacific was the dullest", and he explains, "I got so
bored with it that it was an effort for me to keep from showing
my boredom to the cast. Nothing
in it was musically challenging."
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Brown, Wiley
Candidates for
ASB President

Thursday, Feb. 24 - Petitions available in ASB office
Tuesday, March 1 - Petitions due in ASB office by
2 p.m.
Thursday, March 3 - Convocation in Jones Hall Audi
torium at 12 noon for all candidates
Sunday, March 6 - Beginning at 2 p.m. campaign
posters may be put up
Monday, March 7 - Campaign expense accounts due
in ASB office by 3 p.m.
Tuesday, March 8 - ASB Candidates Banquet in Great
Hall. Question-and-answer session begins at 5:45.
Thursday, March 10 - Primary elections voting
Friday, March 11 - Primary elections voting
Tuesday, March 15 - Final elections voting
Wednesday, March 16 - Final elections voting. Banquet
in Great Hall at 5 p.m.
Saturday, March 19 - Leadership conference
Tuesday, March 22 - Ratification of newly elected ASB
officers

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR
2703 - 6th Avenue

HOWELL
SPORTING GOODS, Inc
922 Commerce

By Dennis Hale

Bill Brown and Dick Wiley
became candidates for the ASB
presidency today.
Brown, current ASB second
vice president, sent letters of introduction to all campus living
groups. Wiley brought in his petition with the necessary fifty
signatures. Rick Draughon is the
only other rumored candidate for
the Position.
ASB elections got under way
yesterday when petitions were
made available to candidates in
the ASP office. Submitting a petition is the first formal act of
candidates. Petitions are due in
the ASB office Tuesday, March
1 at 2 p.m.
Ten ASB positions will be voted
upon in the March 10-11 primaries: president, first vice president, second vice president, secretary, three delegates-at-large
and three class senators. Other
positions to be chosen are: men's
dormitory representative, women's dormitory representative,
May Queen, yell king and five
song leaders.
A list of campaign regulations
is available in the ASP office.
Other rumored candidates are:
first vice president, Ron Willheit, Marcia Burdette, George
Abel, Mel Jackson and Grogan
Robinson; second vice president:
Hugh Martin, Dennis Bakke,
Clay Loges and Steve Kneeshaw:
secretary: Cookie Riutta and
Sylvia Davidson; delegates-atlarge: Louis Smith, Darrell McCluney and Mike Hara.

TYPEWRITER
HEADQUARTERS

RENTALS
$6.00 per month
TAYLOR'S

Rental Purchase Plan

OFFICE MACHINES
2040 - 6th Avenue
Across from Jason Lee
Jr. High School

Service & Supplies
Smith-Corona
PORTABLES TOO!

Fast, Modern Dorm Service

fr..

CHICKEN DEN
Delux Burgers, Fries, Chicken
Pizza, Shakes, Cold Drinks

V

813 DIVISION • FU 3.1471

DIAMONDS - JEWELRY
Tacoma's Only Certified
Master Watchmaker
Caravelle
Accutron
Bulova
Elgin
Hamilton
Vantage

P,

SCHAEFF ER'S
JEWELERS

TONT'S
BARBER SHOP
.

TONY - RAY - KEN
Props.
3814 1/2 North 26th

3812 No. 26th 5K. 9-4242

Ricks Douglas Service

When asked whether he would
produce a musical comedy in Tacoma, Professor Keiser answered,
"I have not been asked to be musical director for a show at the
University of Puget Sound." Right
now the short, exuberant "fella"
may be found teaching voice, conducting the Chapel Chorus and
Choral Society, and lecturing to
classes in the Music Building

ASB ELECTIONS SCHEDULE

Expert Workmanship

Farley's

3401 Sixth Avenue

Flowers

Open 24 Hours

Close to Campus
"Friendliest Brand in the West

"a good place to buy"
1620 - 6th Ave.

All Car Repairs Exept
Transmissions

M.A. 7-7161

SK 9-9071

VISTA Volunteer, Miss Hester
Lewis, will visit UPS Feb. 28 to
March 1 to outline the program
and its role in the war on poverty to interested students.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
AT DORMS
Competitive Prices

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?t"

Spring Enrollment
The spring enrollment of the
University of Puget Sound has
increased slightly as compared
to last year's spring enrollment.
Registration this year totaled 2149
students while last year's hpring
enrollment was 2123. This shows
an increase of 26 students.
Enrollment of this spring includes 313 part-time students and
1836 full-time students. Last
year's enrollment of spring included 261 part-time students
and 1862 full-time students.
"Because of the expansion of
community colleges in Washing ton the freshman class of UPS
has decreased while the sophomore, junior and senior classes
have increased," said Mrs. Eleanor Gerber, secretary to the registrar.

See

MODERN
Cleaners
2309 SIXTH AVENUE

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR 3817 1/2

North 26th

All Work Guaranteed

MA 7-1117

BUFF & BERT'S
BARBER SHOP
Shoeshine Now Available
NOW TWO SHOPS
4 Barbers

SK. 9-8586

3102 Sixth Avenue
3824 North 26th St.

